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The CMS Explore product line is available as a 
plug-and-play replacement solution and provides 
a hands-free automatic broadcast view on 
bulkhead monitors, as well as an interactive 
experience on personal entertainment devices.

NEXT GENERATION 4K MAP SOLUTION

4K MOVING MAP
Plug-and-Play Map Replacement

Powered by FlightPath 3D

AMAZING VIEWS

FLIGHT INFO

50,000 POINTS OFF INTEREST

BULKHEAD MONITORS AND AUTOPLAY

With virtual reality, take in the pilot's view from 
the cockpit Heads up Display, Window Views 
and Aircraft 360 to rotate the aircraft and see 
the model details.

See what landmarks you are flying over with 
pictures and facts set against a distance and 
direction display. The auto-play feature moves 
through all the Points of Interest below you.

View flight data as the aircraft travels along 
its route.See altitude, speed, distance to go,
direction to your destination, and other pertinent 
flight information.

Follow your flight progress, see whatʼs below 
you now and scheduled arrival time in a 
hands-free automatic broadcast view.

Follow your flight progress while immersed in an 
interactive 3D world with full gesture controls.

FOLLOW YOUR AIRCRAFT AND FLIGHT IN 3D
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The Explore solution offers three options with customizable, 3D maps that support Composite, HD-SDI (1080P), 
and HDMI out (4K60) to ensure the highest quality moving map experience for both principals and passengers 
alike. In addition, the softwareʼs ease of use and set up for MROs has a much quicker turnaround than previous 
map products.

Easy replacement for Jetmap II
and Airshow 400, 410, 500, 
Airshow Genesys, and Airshow 
4000, with options for flange or 
tray mount which provides a 
drop-in, pin-for-pin replacement.

Image depicts the Airshow 4000 replacement adapter tray

Available languages: English, Arabic, Chinese (Simplified), Chinese (Traditional), Russian, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese (Brazilian)
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NEXT GENERATION 4K MAP SOLUTION

FEATURES EXPLORE EXPLORE HD EXPLORE 4K


